Singapore International Energy Week (SIEW)

The 15th edition of Singapore International Energy Week (SIEW) will be held this 25 to 28 October 2022, at Sands Expo and Convention Centre, Marina Bay Sands, Singapore.

A Resilient and Sustainable Energy Future

The theme for SIEW 2022 is “A Resilient and Sustainable Energy Future”. Post COP26, there is strong momentum for countries to do more to decarbonise their economies and ride the green wave to reduce emissions. In addition to sustainable energy sources, our energy systems must also be resilient. The ongoing energy crisis has emphasised the importance of energy security and some countries have prioritised this above decarbonisation initiatives. Against this backdrop, SIEW 2022 will discuss policies, frameworks, and best practices to accelerate the transition to a more resilient, greener and more inclusive energy future. It will also examine the opportunities and challenges as the region scales up investments and regional connectivity for a green economy.

SIEW 2022 Calendar

| Tuesday  
25 October | Wednesday  
26 October | Thursday  
27 October | Friday  
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|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| SIEW SUMMIT
Singapore Energy Lecture (SEL)
SIEW Opening Keynote (SOK)
Singapore Energy Summit (SES) | SINGAPORE-IRENA HIGH-LEVEL FORUM | SIEW ENERGY INSIGHTS | SIEW TECHTABLE |)

Singapore-International Energy Agency (IEA) Ministerial Roundtable

ASIA CLEAN ENERGY SUMMIT
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

SIEW SUMMIT RECEIPTION

ASIAN DOWNSTREAM SUMMIT
S&P Global Commodity Insights
Asian LNG & Hydrogen Gas Markets

ARTC FUTURE@GRID

SIEW CONNECT

www.siew.gov.sg  SIEW.SG  @SIEW_SG  bit.ly/siewlinkedin  SIEWNEWS
Confirmed Participation at SIEW 2022
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Secretary of State
Ministry of Mines and Energy
Kingdom of Cambodia
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Attorney-General
Minister for Consumer Affairs, and Minister for Water, Energy and Emissions Reduction
Australia

H.E. TOMAS ANKER CHRISTENSEN
Climate Ambassador
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Denmark

ERIC PANG
Director
Electrical and Mechanical Service Department
Hong Kong SAR

IR. TS. ABDUL RAZIB DAWOOD
CEO
Energy Commission
Malaysia

DR FATHI BIROL
Executive Director
International Energy Agency (IEA)

FRANCESCO LA CAMERA
Director-General
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)

TATSUYA TERAZAWA
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
The Institute of Energy Economics, Japan (IEEJ)

DR ANGELA WILKINSON
Secretary General & Chief Executive Officer
World Energy Council

ENG FAHAD ALAJLAN
President
King Abdullah Petroleum Studies and Research Centre (KAPSARC)

DR KAZUTOMO IRIE
President
Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre (APERC)

KAVEH ZAHEDI
Deputy Executive Secretary
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP)

KAZUHISA YANO
Executive Chairman, Osaka Gas Singapore and Chief Asia Representative
Osaka Gas

MARTIN HOUSTON
Vice-Chairman
Tellurian

ZHANG ZHIGANG
President
State Grid Corporation of China

FIND OUT MORE HERE
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